handmade glass egypt

Handmade glass lighting modern Pyrex glass
chandeliers

The Egyptian Company for industry and international Trade (
ECIT) was established 20 years ago to produce blown Pyrex
glass products . The factory is currently located in the industrial
zone in the 6th of October city, 15 kilometer north west of Cairo.
The factory currently employs 120 skilled workers. The factory produces high quality glass
products, such as Perfume Bottles, Candle Holders, Vases, Oil lamps , modern chandeliers
,oriental chandeliers , modern table lamps , oriental table lambs , and Christmas Ornaments.

'All our products are machine with perfection', 'Our major distribution channel is through export,
our clients are from Japan, Canada, France, Taiwan, Singapore, Italy, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Australia, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia and Hong-Kong. . handmade glass company in
Egypt,

ECIT participated in many exhibition like Indoors ,IHS , LE MARCHE we are committed to
provide our customers with unique lighting products .

Customization
with ECIT you can ask us to do a design even if it is not included in our collection. you can
change the colors ,increase or decrease the diameter in order to control the level of lighting you
want. you can change the shape of the base of the chandelier as you can make it in circle
,rectangle,square shape . our human touch on the Pyrex glass will make the lighting of your
home very unique . we have alot of creative designs which you will love

The best handmade in Egypt
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each piece of our lighting products is hard to copy and it is designed to fulfill the lighting needs
of your house we are pioneers in the blown glass industry for more than 20 years. our team of
talented designers is committed to assist customers to choose a lighting that fits their home or
modifying it because the lighting is the most important thing in your house because it gives the
first impression for any guest who visit you . pyrex glass is ideal to be used in the kitchen and
cooking because it bears high temperature stronger than the normal glass

follow us in our facebook page https://www.facebook.com/ecitegypt

when you buy a distinct segment product you guarantee high quality , integrity and amazing
style
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